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[P1] Safe on Mars
I. True or false
1. NASA's probe Perseverance landed on Mars on Feb 28. ( )
2. The probe will do many tests, such as making oxygen. ( )
3. The United Arab Emirates and China are also sending probes to
Mars. ( )
II. Choose the right answer
1. The probe's helper is __________.
A. a robot
B. a helicopter C. a truck
2. The probe will look for _______ samples.
A. soil and rock
B. soil and water

C. water and rock

3. The rover will work on Mars for about _______ years.
A. two
B. three C. four
III. Think and talk
Do you think it’s important for us to explore Mars? Why or why not?
[P3] Cool robot helpers
I. Match the robot with what it does

(

)

(

)

(

)

a. It can swim just like a real fish.
b. It can cook food and clean the kitchen.
c. It can play with pets.
II. Use the words to complete the sentences below.
missing

arms

lonely

dinner

wash

1. Look at this robot with two long . It can cook you ____________.
2. In the future, scientists hope to use it to find ___________ people
in the sea.
3. This robot can clean the kitchen and even ___________ the dishes.
4. Does your pet feel _____________ when you leave your home?
[P4/5] A take on takeout
I. Circle the right answer
1. In ancient China, delivery workers delivered food (on foot/by bike).
2. In ancient China, some restaurants used a special plate to (make
their food tasty/ keep their food warm).
II. Finish the self-introduction
Hello everyone! I’m Emperor Xiaozong of the Song Dynasty. I like to
order ______________. I often order it at______________. My favorite
foods are ______________, meat ______________, and desserts. Do
you like to eat them too?

Answers
[P1]
I. FTT
II.BAA
III. –
[P3]
I. cba
II. 1. arms, dinner 2. missing 3.
wash 4. lonely
[P4/5]
I. 1. on foot 2. keep their food
warm
II. takeout, night, noodles, pies

